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Raman XRD 

Appearance of a new significant peak at:

• 1020 cm-1 in case of HNbWO₆.

• 1012 cm-1 in case of HNbMoO₆.

❖ Layered materials possess Brønsted acidity. ³

❖ Interaction/intercalation between pyridine and acidic

sites of layered materials take place.
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Results and discussion

Lattice parameters

Sample a b c d001

LiNbMoO₆ 4.672 4.672 9.290 9.931

HNbMoO6 4.723 4.723 27.582 13.47

HNbMoO6 + pyridine 4.687 4.687 15.001 15.10

LiNbWO₆ 4.682 4.682 9.278 9.303

HNbWO6 4.706 4.706 20.743 10.51

HNbWO6 + pyridine 4.702 4.702 13.709 13.50

• (110) plane doesn't change  No structural changes were

encountered (Tetragonal structure is maintained).

• (001) shifts to the left basal spacing increases

pyridine is intercalated into the layers.

No new significant peaks were present after adding:

❖ Hexanol, benzyl alcohol, octylamine, propanol into

HNbMoO₆ .

❖ Pyridine into initial percursors (LiNbMoO₆ and LiNbWO₆).

 No Intercalation processes had taken place.
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Conclusion

The increasing use of biomass compounds is impacting the nature of materials used as heterogeneous catalysts, as conversions are often carried out in the liquid phase and/or in presence of water.

Lamellar transition oxide materials are promising candidates for these conversions due to their stability and the possibility they show to intercalate liquids in the interlayer where the acidic sites are

located ¹. However, new characterization methods are required as the characterization of the active sites is rarely conducted in liquid phase.

Two lamellar oxide materials, HNbMoO₆ and HNbWO₆, synthesized by solid state reaction ², were characterized using vibrational spectroscopies. Raman in particular, was used in the liquid phase to

examine the structural modifications as well as to monitor the intercalation process into the interlayer regions. Several intercalates were tested. Among intercalates pyridine was also used to

characterize acidic sites.

• Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor the evolution of lamellar oxides in the presence of liquids.

• HNbMoO₆ and HNbWO₆ undergo noticeable structural changes in presence of pure and diluted pyridine: large

increase of the basal spacing.

• Intercalation of pyridine on these materials allow the characterization of acidic sites in the interlayer.

• HNbMoO₆ and HNbWO₆ can thus act as catalysts for acid-demanding reactions in liquid phase.

• Such characterization will be extended to study the structural evolutions during catalytic reaction.

Raman:

Materials were characterized by a Raman microscope (Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram 300) with a

532 nm laser.

Intercalation was monitored by a specific Raman probe. This probe, coupled to the Raman

spectrometer by an optical fiber, was immersed in the liquid in close contact to the solid.

XRD:

Data were recorded in a range from 2 to 70° with a step width equal to 0.017° using a PANalytical

X’pert Pro diffractometer with CuKα radiation, λ = 1.54060.

Intercalation was monitored on the dried solid after the immersion in liquid had been carried out.
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